Primary metabolism in the new human cell line AGE1.HN at various substrate levels: increased metabolic efficiency and α1-antitrypsin production at reduced pyruvate load.
Metabolic responses of the new neuronal human cell line AGE1.HN to various substrate levels were analyzed in this study showing that reduced substrate and especially pyruvate load improves metabolic efficiency, leading to improved growth and α(1)-antitrypsin (A1AT) production. The adaptation of the metabolism to different pyruvate and glutamine concentrations was analyzed in detail using a full factorial design. The most important finding was an increasingly inefficient use of substrates as well as the reduction of cell proliferation with increasing pyruvate concentrations in the medium. Cultivations with different feeding profiles showed that the highest viable cell density and A1AT concentration (167% of batch) was reached in the culture with the lowest glucose level and without pyruvate feeding. Analysis of metabolic fluxes in the differently fed cultures revealed a more efficient metabolic phenotype in the cultures without pyruvate feeding. The measured in vitro enzyme activities of the selected enzymes involved in pyruvate metabolism were lower in AGE1.HN compared with CHO cells, which might explain the higher sensitivity and different adaptation of AGE1.HN to increased pyruvate concentrations. The results indicate on the one hand that increasing the connectivity between glycolysis and the TCA cycle might improve substrate use and, finally, the production of A1AT. On the other hand, a better balanced substrate uptake promises a reduction of energy spilling which is increased with increasing substrate levels in this cell line. Overall, the results of this study provide important insights into the regulation of primary metabolism and into the adaptation of AGE1.HN to different substrate levels, providing guidance for further optimization of production cell lines and applied process conditions.